Preamble: This license of ownership is designed to protect against takeover while
building small units holding bigger ones in a recursive manner and keeping mobility
and mutuality of their owners. Specifically designed against big monopolizing players
or pretenders. It is to be implemented in each transaction by buyer and seller, which
must care to fulfill the terms of this license, as the minimum damage for any owner’s
units is reflected at least by the value of the share of the unit.
Site:
The owner groups' sub domain in a multi site such as the comcomized.com. It should also
link to the joiningPages linking to the group's agreement generated by this form.
A Common company (ComCom) ownership agreement is an agreement of ownership between the
company’s owners. The ownership over any part of the ComCom, including any of its
asset, can be transferred between its owners only under this license, while the
agreement, or the qualified majority required to change it, is unchangeable.
Changeability:
zero when the agreement is unchangeable or the ratio specifying the
unchangeable qualified majority required to change the agreement.
Assets:
In one line per tree starting with the id of tree, a list of id of the
asset parent of the group, with the .percentage only when notating the
non_peer holding percentage. Used for Upwards traversal.
When the line above is empty, it is a tree used for validating
joining, only if the new subscriber is not found in the tree.
Each ComCom has the first right to buy any ownership over itself and its owners must
match its criteria. Each owner is either a peer (equal to another peer owner) or not
(ordinaryowner) and through all holding layers, only a single holding position per
peer owner is allowed,
where each peer may only be a humanperson or a ComCom,
but a nonpeer (ordinaryowner) may be a humanperson, ComCom or a nonComCom body.
Per each ComCom, all the peers together equally hold (D) times 100 percent of the
ComCom, such that (V) reflects (M), when (D) times (M) equals (C) times (V) and where
(D) is one or a positive number less than one representing the ComCom’s
decentralization,
(M) is the ComCom’s estimated “market” value,
(C) is the count of the peers – to be decided independently by them,
(V) is the ownership value of one peer, which ranges proportionally to number of
peers, such that
(steepness)=(nextVV)*(C/V) of each transaction is allowed only as
|steepness|<= the constant number peerproportionality (default=1).

D:
C:
V:
M:
steepness:
peerproportionality:
Holders:
List of id of its children holders (the members of the group), with the .percentage
only when notating the non_peer holding percentage. Used for Downwards traversal.
Visibility:
Lists of the other groups of individuals which is to be checked for having
visibility to (what part/all of) this group. (Downward then Upwards groups of the
viewing user).

Type:

Scomcom

●

Dcomcom

Icomcom

The type of the ComCom can only once in its creation be decided, either as having its
(d) constant or changeable and either being open or sealed (allowing no more owners
over it), where
all the owners of the ComCom, or of its sub ComComs through all layers, are its
members,
as the number of ComCom’s members’ equals the ComCom’s shares,
when the ComCom is sealed or its (d) is changeable, then each member must first
become ComCom’s peer and can always return to that position and
the number of shares held by one peer being one, or bigger than zero is to be
decided independently and collectively only by the ComCom’s peers.

Groupauthority:
(unchangeable) is the percentage, from all the peers which is enough for establishing
the authority of the peers as an independent group.

Decisionform:
The form of decision in each ComCom must be transparent to its owners and includes:
the peer’s ratio threshold for (the peers’ Groupauthority) deciding about any
policy in regard to both: the number of peers.
The number of shares held by each peer
the medium – how do the owners meet and
the advance notification – the time and information to be given in advance.

Criteriaandconstitution:
The group's member's criteria and constitution.

In short: when creating bp group, creating comcom while
new pages for feeding fields of the record of the tables
http://yesagainwecan.wikidot.com/r:r ) ,with costumed
fields are feed when modifying those pages. Here are the
[[# createform]]

defining its type + 4
of comcom (eg: here:
visibility, so then
Functional Requirements:

Creating the form:
The information related to the comcoms must be kept in higher security level, as
this information is of stock market type and hence it should be fully separated
in additional table or even database, where
the references between the comcom info and other worldpress are made by the
record ids , eg: ComComId=UserId*2+1 or GroupId*2 (the GroupId in the buddypress
in the root site ) and
the filed name in the creation of the group form is as of the column name
in the comcom table and is used as parameter in used in the group creation for
generating the contract used between the members joining the group.
specification of the fields:
Site: 1 line text for defining sub domain.
Changeability: 0<=number<=1
Assets: multi line text
Holders:multi line text
D: 0<number<=1
C: integer >1
V: number
M:number
steepness:number
peer
proportionality:number
Visibility:multi line text
Type: 1 of 3 optoins
Group
authority:0.5<number <=1
Decision
form: multi line text
Criteria
and
constitution:multi line text

